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MOS 2010 Study Guide for Microsoft Word Expert, Excel Expert, Access, and SharePointMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Desktop computing proficiency is increasingly important in today’s business world. As a result, when screening, hiring, and training employees, employers can feel reassured by relying on the objectivity and consistency of technology certification to ensure the competence of their workforce. As an employee or job seeker, you can use...
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LPIC 1 Certification BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Every other teenager and tens of thousands of university students have installed Linux and configured it for this job or that. That doesn't mean they're qualified to run Linux servers for a company that relies on them, regardless of what they may claim on their résumés. Your claim to real professional Linux competence will be...
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Transitions in Nursing: Preparing for Professional Practice, 3eChurchill Livingstone, 2012

	New edition of the essential text for senior nursing students transitioning to professional nursing practice.


	Now in its third edition, the popular Transitions in Nursing continues to recognise the issues and challenges faced by senior students making the transition to nursing practice.


	Transitions in...
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Apprenticeship Patterns: Guidance for the Aspiring Software CraftsmanO'Reilly, 2009
Are you doing all you can to further your career as a software developer? With today's rapidly changing and ever-expanding technologies, being successful requires more than technical expertise. To grow professionally, you also need soft skills and effective learning techniques. Honing those skills is what this book is all about. Authors Dave...
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MOS Study Guide for Microsoft Office 365Microsoft Press, 2012

	
		Desktop computing proficiency is increasingly important in today’s business world. As
	
		a result, when screening, hiring, and training employees, employers can feel reassured
	
		by relying on the objectivity and consistency of technology certification to ensure the
	
		competence of their workforce. As an employee or job...
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Mobile Media and Applications, From Concept to Cash: Successful Service Creation and LaunchJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Experience the forces behind the changes in the IT, Mobile Telecom and Media industries through real-life cases from this converging market!   

   Mobile Media and Applications - From Concept to Cash shows how to address the challenges of consumer marketing, technology strategy and delivery tactics for...
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Business Process Technology: A Unified View on Business Processes, Workflows and Enterprise ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	In the last decade there has been an explosion of interest in the modeling and automation of business processes, and competence in this area is seen as increasingly critical to business competitiveness and stability. However, this has lead to a parallel explosion in solution approaches and technologies leading to a state-of-the-art that is...
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Developing Series 60 Applications: A Guide for Symbian OS C++ DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2004

The first official book on Series 60 Platform development—from design to deployment


Series 60 smartphone developers are deploying the next wave of mobile services. With more than 60% of all mobile phone manufacturers licensing Series 60 Platform, Series 60 represents the smartphone market with the largest user...
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Excel Best Practices for Business: Covers Excel 2003, 2002, and 2000For Dummies, 2003
Everything you need to know about    

	Implementing the new XML features in Spreadsheet Portals and Web Services
	Auditing spreadsheets provided by third parties
	Making spreadsheets accessible to individuals with disabilities
	Performing spreadsheet makeovers
	Constructing...
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What People Want: A Manager's Guide to Building Relationships That WorkNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2006

	What People Want, for the first time, addresses the changing demographics and differences in the workplace to highlight what matters most in employee-manager relationships. Based on first-of-its-kind research that assessed the needs of hundreds of professionals across a variety of industries, Terry Bacon explores in-depth the seven most...
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Bookkeeping Workbook For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2007
If you're preparing for The American Institute of Professional Bookkeepers' (AIPB) bookkeeping certification test, you need an easy- to-follow test-preparation guide that gets you up to speed quickly in all of the bookkeeping basics, from setting up a company's books and recording transactions to managing employee payroll, handling government...
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McGraw-Hill's Engineering CompanionMcGraw-Hill, 2002
The scores of literature materials available to engineers of today are both vast and impressive. Specialized studies, textbooks, encyclopedias, pocket books of frequently used formulas, and collections of tables, data and conversion charts and, of course, handbooks clutter the bookshelves of libraries and homes. All of these serve a common purpose:...
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